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“Damian!”

Instantly, a few people from Dragon Gate surrounded them angrily!

“Javi Lopez, how dare you hurt him?!”

The disciples of Dragon Gate exploded, glaring at Javi furiously and shouting.

Javi merely glanced contemptuously at Damian who was constantly vomiting blood and said 
nonchalantly, “I already held back. I just made him mute. Is this the strength of Dragon Gate? If so, 
I’ll give up the challenge. You guys are too lousy! I didn’t expect that the so-called national martial 
arts that was passed down for thousands of years to be such a rubbish display of moves! In that 
case, you should just go home and dance!”

Hiss!

The onlookers gasped.

Javi Lopez was truly showcasing his arrogance!

Jeremy’s eyes almost bulged with rage as he asked his disciples to send Damian to the hospital.

Then, with cold eyes, he stared at Javi and clenched his fists, shouting, “Fine! I, Jeremy Yarner, will
personally accept the challenge from Javi Lopez!”

Uproar!

The crowd boiled with anticipation!

There would be a good show tonight!

Last time, it was Gideon Duane from the Duane family.

This time, it would be Jeremy Yarner of Dragon Gate.

If Jeremy also lost, the Lopez family’s boxing would reign supremacy!

Unless those retired national martial arts experts emerged again.

However, in that case, it would be an embarrassment to the martial arts world.

Javi glanced at Jeremy coldly and laughed mockingly. “Okay! See you in the ring tonight. I hope 
you don’t die under my hands.”

After that, he laughed as he turned and left.

Everyone was overwhelmed by Javi’s display just now.

Even Jeremy did not intend to stop him.

The Lopez family could no longer be underestimated. In Fusha’s martial arts scene, they reserved 
the utmost right to speak.
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Jeremy really could not stop Javi just like that.

However…

Suddenly…

A cold voice from the crowd shocked the audience!

“After hurting someone, you plan to leave just like this?”

Everyone followed the voice and noticed Philip. At this moment, his face was as cold as ice and his 
eyes were throbbing with anger. He was glaring at Javi!

Due to Jeremy’s appearance, everyone had almost forgotten about Philip.

Hearing him speak at the moment, everyone could not help being frightened.

This guy really did not know when to stop.

Jeremy also turned his head abruptly and looked at Philip. He persuaded him kindly, “Little friend, 
this is Dragon Gate’s affairs. You should leave quickly and don’t interfere anymore.”

In fact, Jeremy did not want other irrelevant people to get involved.

However, to his surprise…

Philip stepped forward and said plausibly, “This is not just about Dragon Gate. Hurting our people 
and humiliating our country involves all of us. A small Lopez family from Fusha dares to act so 
arrogantly in our territory, I won’t leave the matter alone!”

He was furious!

When testing an opponent, martial artists would usually use 70% of their power while 30% was 
held back.

However, not only did the other party not hold back his strength, he even launched a killing move 
after Damian had stopped!

Damn it!

At the same time, everyone was confused.

Did he want to get involved?

This guy was even more arrogant than Javi!

He actually wanted to interfere in this matter!

This was something that involved the World Martial Arts Association and a struggle between many 
hidden forces!

As an individual, who was he to interfere?

Lydia was also very flustered. She hurried to Philip’s side, pulled his arm, and whispered anxiously, 
“Even Great-grandpa won’t interfere in this matter casually. What are you going to do?”

“What am I going to do?”

Philip raised his eyebrows, and the radiance in his eyes was dazzling. He looked at Javi and 
bellowed, “I want Javi Lopez to go down on his knees and apologize!”
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